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With ‘Udvozoljuk’, the Hungarian word for ‘Welcome’, you are invited and warmly welcomed to attend the 56th ERA-EDTA Congress, which will be held from 13 to 16 June 2019, in Budapest.

With more than 10 000 participants, the ERA-EDTA Congress is one of the largest nephrology meetings worldwide and is now becoming more and more international with delegates from all continents. Its extensive scientific programme with outstanding quality will certainly exceed your expectations—it will cover the whole spectrum of nephrology and will highlight the latest developments in clinical research as well as in basic research.

Visit the congress in 2019 and let us explore together the latest innovations, news and developments in Nephrology, while being in a friendly atmosphere in the heart of Budapest.


Unique Opportunity To Network With Your Peers: Era-edta’S Scientific And Educational Interaction Day

The ERA-EDTA Scientific and Educational Interaction Day (SEID), which takes place on 26 October 2019, in Vienna, offers great networking opportunities and highly innovative input. This forum gathers together key European investigators who, each in their respective field of expertise, will present state-of-the-art nephrological research (from basic to clinical science) and will discuss new data with the audience.

Attend this event where delegates will discuss the study results and share their ideas with forward-thinking peers and leading members of the nephrology community. The programme leaves plenty of time for exchanges, interaction and networking—providing the opportunity to touch base with other experts and/or ERA-EDTA working groups.

The idea of the ‘SEID’ is also to encourage ERA-EDTA working groups to develop joint project proposals by forming alliances, fostering international collaborations and integrating different (sub-)specialties. ERA-EDTA will support the most promising proposals with some financial start-up assistance.


What Is New On The European Nephrology Portal!

With almost 10 000 registered users, European Nephrology Portal (ENP) has become a major hub for the Nephrology community around the world to access and engage with ERA-EDTA’s educational materials, content and activities.

ENP is all about education, learning and discovery.

More than 6400 materials are available through the ENP Hub, ranging from abstracts, speaker slides and webcasts from ERA-EDTA meetings, e-posters, NDT e-materials, sponsored education and NDT e-summary articles. ENP users can easily search and find the exciting content they are looking for.

You can now watch a series of video interviews from Leaders in Nephrology at the ERA-EDTA 2018 Congress and hear more about their presentations and the highlights of the conference.

ENP also provides you with personalized content recommendations.

If you want to know what is new in Nephrology, then follow the NEWS updates on ENP or browse more than 200 news articles. A dedicated medical team publishes high-quality NEWS almost every day.

During ERA-EDTA 2018, the scientific programme of the congress was live streamed on ENP allowing Congress participants, as well as ERA-EDTA members to follow the scientific sessions.

• In 2018, more relevant content will be added.
• CME accredited e-learning courses will be launched.
• Main articles from the Clinical Kidney Journal (CKJ) and NDT Journals will be part of the hub and search engine and directly accessible to ERA-EDTA Members.

Participating industry symposia slides or webcasts of ERA-EDTA 2018 will be published.

Access is easy via a personal ENP account. ERA-EDTA members have full access to all content (subject to the type of ERA-EDTA membership). Non-ERA-EDTA members can access a large number of materials.

Visit ENP today at: www.enp-era-edta.org

Create your account by clicking on ‘Register/Log In’ on the top right-hand side.

Renew Your era-edta Membership Or Become A Member!

Being a member of ERA-EDTA means being part of one of the most important and prestigious European medical associations. The ERA-EDTA’s purpose is to encourage and report on advances in the field of clinical nephrology, dialysis, renal transplantation and related subjects. It is open to all qualified workers in the field of interest of the Association. To renew your membership, go to www.era-
edta.org, click on ‘Membership’ and then on ‘Renew your Membership’.
If you are not a member, become one today! By becoming a member of the ERA-EDTA, you will enjoy the many benefits that being part of the Association brings. Visit www.era-edta.org and then click on ‘Membership’ and then on ‘Benefits’ to find out more.
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Author fees continue to be waived for articles published in CKJ throughout 2018.
Visit the CKJ website https://academic.oup.com/ckj for more information.